
Noise Levels – An information sheet from Bar Fridges Australia 

Definitely our biggest complaint over the years is noise levels, the recent new trend of having glass door refrigeration 
is popular but a lot of people really do not know what they are buying, as it was never really an available product for 
home applications 10years ago. 

Now that it is very popular you have to be wary of the location you are placing it and what noise levels it does run at. 
Everyone’s perception of noise is different and so it makes it difficult to explain noise. A common metric is the 
‘Decibel Rating’ known as Db, this gives a figure that can be compared to other appliances to help get an idea. The 
scale is very odd to understand as about 25Db is actually nearly silent, 36>43Db is a household fridge, yet only 55 is 
like a microwave. See chart we compiled using basic household items in 5 x different homes and taking the medium. 

 

There are many variables that can alter the noise level of your fridge, we have talked about fans but the main 
compressor can also be the part that causes the grief. Depending on compressor type or size they can still run from 
39>55Db, so even with quiet fans you may still have times of higher levels of noise during run times. Other variables 
are things like the room unit is located in, a ‘hard’ room with hard wood floors will reverberate noise much more 
than a soft cushiony type carpeted room. The cavity where the fridge sites also can cause more noise enhancement 
so little things like ‘lining’ the rear wall with foam or sitting fridge on rubber mat can also make a difference. Triple 
glazed and Solid Door units also keep inner noise inside better and units with plenty of space ‘in front’ of them can 
also be slightly less noise than if other things are close to them. 

Alfresco fridges used outdoors work extremely hard and build up a lot of heat during normal cycling up/down in 
hotter ambient temperatures. What this means is that bigger fans are needed to expel the extra heat in a timely 
manner so the unit can run efficient while chilling, so in general alfresco units will be louder because of this reason. 
We can alter fan system in these too quieter, but quieter means slower RPM (Revs Per Minute) and less air 
movement making it take longer to get units down to temperature, hence more power consumption. So we can 
make units quieter and they are still ok but the trade-off is more energy consumption.  

This same principle applies to commercial units which often have many door openings and high usage so quicker 
chilling function is better for units in harsh applications. 

So anything is possible and we do plenty in this area to make units as quiet as possible and to offer options, there are 
just all these things to consider before you make such a high $$$ purchase. 

 
Any Queries - 1300 376849 

As you can see a hair dryer is 80Db, now that is loud, very loud, yet 
room noise is only 30Db, this is a room with nothing on or going, 
basically nothing. 

Domestic fridges can range from 36 to 43 depending on brand and 
compressor and age, an older fridge often runs with a noise that you 
just get used to, but most are no more than 43Db. 

We have a lot of units that we specially fit 12V quiet (Silent) fans to, 
these are from an Austrian company and run silent at 20-29Db, really 
making noise levels very low. We also have more commercial type 
quiet fans that run at 39Db compared to standard commercial fridge 
fans at 55Db. As you can see from chart the difference between 39 and 
55 is huge. 

 

 



Model Current Fan Interior Current Fan Exterior Inner Fan Indoors Exterior Fan Indoors Cost Inner fan Outdoors Exterior Fan Outdoors Cost
GSP1 Sunon 4113-LBT (39Db) Sunon 4113-LBT (39Db) EBM 4856-Z (29Db) EBM 4856-Z (29Db) $190.00 No upgrade needed No upgrade needed $0.00

GSP2 Sunon 4113-MBT (43Db) 2 speed EBM ICQ3608 (42Db) EBM 4856-Z (29Db) OWL Fan Blade (47Db) $190.00 No upgrade needed No upgrade needed $0.00

GSP3 Sunon 4113-MBT (43Db) 2 speed EBM ICQ3608 (42Db) EBM 4856-Z (29Db) x 2 OWL Fan Blade (47Db) $265.00 No upgrade needed No upgrade needed $0.00

SG1 Sunon 4113-MBT (43Db) 2 speed EBM ICQ3608 (42Db) EBM 4856-Z (29Db) Use Low Speed Switch $95.00 EBM 4856-Z (29Db) Use Low Speed Switch $95.00

SG2 2 x Sunon 4113-MBT (43Db) 2 speed EBM ICQ3608 (42Db) EBM 4856-Z (29Db) x 2 Use Low Speed Switch $190.00 No upgrade needed Use Low Speed Switch $0.00

SG3 2 x Sunon 4113-MBT (43Db) 2 speed EBM ICQ3608 (42Db) EBM 4856-Z (29Db) x 2 Use Low Speed Switch $190.00 No upgrade needed Use Low Speed Switch $0.00

JC190-GG Noctua PPC2000 x 2 (29Db) Noctua PPC2000 (29Db) NF-S12B Redux x 2 (18Db) NF-S12B Redux (18Db) $225.00 Need To Keep PPC2000 Need To Keep PPC2000 $0.00

  
 
 

JC165, SK118, SK190, HUS-EX108, SK-BR9C, DW-SD50, SC50 & BC46 Sizes, SC70 & BC70 Sizes, SC88, SS-P160, SK422, SK668

Fan converting info for indoor and outdoor use.

Fan Info Current Recommended Quiet Outdoor UpgradeRecommended Quiet Indoor Upgrade

*Note: These upgrades are mostly with German EBM and quiet Schmick Owl or Noctua fans, with up to 2>3 times life cycle of most fans on market.
*Note: By changing to quiet fans you can lose a little in cabinet 'eveness of temperature', and cabinets may take longer to come down in temp.

*Note: Web listings have an 'overall Db rating', combining inner/outer fans and compressor, below is just actual fan Db.
Updated Nov 1st 2022

Quiet upgrades not needed
ENVY Models, HUS-SC88-SS Models, JC95 Models, JC132 Models, JC165 Models, SK168 Models, SK135 Models, SS-P160FA Models, BD425 Models

SK86 Models, SK92 Models, SK116 Models, SK126 Models, SK141 Models, SK146Models, SK156 Models, SK206 Models, SK246 Models, SK386 Models
 

No options for these units
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